For Scientists: Tips on Talking with Journalists
This resource was compiled by members of the Energy & Resources Group at the University of California, Berkeley, in
collaboration with the Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism. As the Copenhagen negotiations bring worldwide attention to
climate change issues, we have drawn on the collective wisdom of leading climate scientists and science journalists to create this
list of recommendations, as well as an accompanying set of Tips for Journalists.

Know your message. Help journalists know what the most important takeaways are by concisely
emphasizing your key points. A few tips for effectively communicating your message:
• Be prepared: Before responding to journalists, organize your findings/message into 3 points (or less) and be
able to describe them in a few concise sentences. When appropriate, connect journalists’ questions back to your
core message.
• Anticipate questions: Consider asking the journalist about the broad motivations for their story and whether they
can provide you with their opening question. This will help you to anticipate possible follow-up questions and
collect relevant information ahead of time.
• Hone your message: This is especially important for radio and video, where you need to create an editable sound
bite. In today’s sea of information, journalists have little time to grab a reader’s attention. Your message will need
to be honed for publication or broadcast, so help journalists by being as clear and concise as possible.
• Rephrase the question in your answer: If you like a question or if the answer you are about to give highlights a
particularly important point, be sure to emphasize that it is a good question and then incorporate the question
into your response to give a better sound bite.
• Fill in gaps: Journalists may be missing an important piece of climate research. Feel free to suggest a question that
hasn’t been asked. In this way, scientists can make sure that critical aspects of scientific inquiry and discovery are
communicated to the public. Consider devoting a portion of your conversation to methods, assumptions, and
important caveats. Journalists and their readers may benefit from an explanation of how science is done and the
limitations of the results.

Make it relevant. Journalists have to explain why first and foremost. Help them make climate science
meaningful by using examples that connect climate change impacts to local contexts and concerns. One way to
highlight the relevance of your knowledge is to present conclusions first; be sure to clearly describe the significance of
your research. If possible, use anecdotes that resonate widely.
Be willing to go back to the basics. Journalists have different levels of scientific training and

familiarity with climate science. Successfully communicating your point(s) may require filling in some background
information. Be aware of the most frequently confused scientific and climate science concepts and try to explain
them in your responses; these include: weather vs. climate, global averages vs. local change, emissions stabilization vs.
atmospheric concentrations stabilization, and carbon intensity vs. absolute carbon emissions. See companion Tips for
Journalists for more details.

Lead with known points, follow with uncertainty. Because resolving uncertainties
is the name of the game in the scientific community, scientists often jump straight to cutting-edge topics that have
higher levels of uncertainty — without referencing the underlying high-certainty stepping-stones. Unfortunately this
can lead to much confusion about the state of climate science. Clearly explain what is certain before discussing the
nuances of less certain topics. Consider communicating climate uncertainty in terms of a range of human risks.

Numbers out of context do not mean anything. Scientists often use
metrics, such as atmospheric concentrations (ppm), that are not intuitive to a general audience.
Remember that not everyone has the scientific background necessary to understand data presented
in these metrics. Use analogies, metaphors, and comparisons to give numbers context by framing
them in terms of experiences and images that are widely accessible. Also, be conscientious about
clearly stating units — for example, specify CO2 vs. CO2e.
Be kind to beginning reporters. Remember that many journalists may be new to climate science

(or science in general), especially given ongoing reorganizations at news agencies and the fact that climate negotiations
intersect with political news coverage. Try to gauge the journalist’s experience and provide background information
when appropriate. If you need to correct a question, be polite. It is important to engage questions that are premised on
incorrect assumptions and to take opportunities to clarify confusions.

Separate facts from opinions. Always distinguish your scientific conclusions from your policy

conclusions and value judgments.

Remember that you don’t have to know everything. Answer questions that you are

qualified to answer. If you are asked a question beyond your expertise: don’t guess. You don’t have to answer questions
you don’t feel comfortable answering; instead, refer the journalist to other experts.

Pretend you are at a family dinner. Journalists are not trained to translate scientific or climate
negotiation jargon. Assist them by using clear simple language in your statements and explanations. If you must
use discipline-specific words, make sure to define them clearly. Avoid acronyms. Be conscious of using words that
have different meanings in scientific context than in everyday language. For example, “positive feedback” might be
construed as good feedback rather than reinforcing feedback.
Don’t be shy. Use the moments before an interview to get to know the journalist. After the interview, give the
reporter your contact information and invite him/her to follow up with clarifications or additional questions.
We thank the following people for their contributions to this project. Note that contribution does not necessarily imply
endorsement of the above recommendations. Caspar Ammann (Climate and Global Dynamics Division, National Center
for Atmospheric Research), Alison Fay Binney (New Science Journalism Project), Pete Carey (San Jose Mercury News),
John Fleck (Albuquerque Journal), Ingrid Lobet (Public Radio International), Susanne Moser (Susanne Moser Research
& Consulting, University of California, Santa Cruz), Michael Oppenheimer (Department of Geosciences, Princeton
University), Lisa Palmer (Yale Forum on Climate Change and the Media), Rob Rhew (Department of Geography, University
of California, Berkeley), Paul Rogers (San Jose Mercury News), Stephen Schneider (Department of Biology, Stanford
University), Tom Yulsman (University of Colorado School of Journalism), and anonymous contributors.
This resource was compiled by: Zoë Chafe, Danielle Svehla Christianson, Cathy Kunkel, Anna Motschenbacher, and John
Harte. An electronic version can be found at http://erg.berkeley.edu/info/copenhagen/climate_scientist_tips.shtml.

